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Abstract 
Assessment of ship survivability is a main requirement that must be satisfied before the ship is operated. Some assessments  of  
ship  survivability  which has been applied  by  IMO  such  as  Intact Stability and Damage Stability in calm water needs to be 
developed. Sometimes ships are operated in rough water with irregular waves, so the future criteria of ship stability should be 
associated with ship motion and capsizing in the waves. Ship capsizing is always correlated with non-linier ship motion. This paper 
discusses how to modify intact stability criteria to be righting lever arm on the calm water which can be used to assess ship 
survivability from capsizing in the waves using safe basin erosion method. The results shows that the modified IMO‘s Intact 
Stability Criteria can be considered as assesment of survival of ship capsizing. And the bilge keels have significat effect for 
improving the survivability of ship capsizing.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
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1. Introduction 
Ship accident usually occur for not only one cause but many causes such as human error, fatigue machine, bad weather 
etc. Weather always change during ship operation; this is the reason why a ship must be prepared for the worst 
condition of weather. Bad weather should be main concern because it is usually a main cause of ship accidents.
Weather prediction technology have been developed to ensure safety when the ship is operated. For example, satellites 
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can be used to measure the movement of wind and cloud in real time from the sky. Waves can be predicted based on 
wind movement. Sometimes weather prediction is inaccurate so that ships face bad weather during operation. Ship 
design which is suitable within operation area is one of safety keys of a ship during her life. Application of safety 
devices can be also used to avoid accidents e.g.: bulkhead arrangement 1, instalment of bilge keel 2, usage U-Tank 
Stabilizer 3, application of IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria 4.
Rahola on 1939 had done statistical analysis of ship accident causes. It is found that stability defect and the results are 
ship stability criteria which assure safety. Rahola’s criteria were created for calm water exclude seakeeping 
characteristic in waves. But Rahola’s criteria become reference of rule created by institutions. This method was derived 
for small cargo ships, especially coaster type that operates in Baltic Sea. Rahola’s criteria was used by The 
Germanischer Lloyd to analyze ship accident causes by the defect of ship stability after World War II. Although 
Rahola’s criteria had not become official rule but it has significant influence on stability criteria of cargo and trawler 
ships 5. 
On 1964, The Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO) / now International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) started to investigate on defect ship stability. The first year of investigation, IMCO collected data 
of ships which safely operated and ships suffering accident during operation. This investigation aims to make ship’s 
stability standard and to ensure safety of ship when ship operates during their service life. On 1968, IMCO completed 
the work and the outcomes are some base intact stability criteria. It is the same with Rahola’s criteria proposal that 
intact stability criteria base on statistical data from intensive survey from many countries. IMO’s principle criteria 
based on equilibrium moment when a ship experienced side force until it is in heel condition, the ship is able to restore 
to the initial condition. On 1975, working group of IMO added weather criteria on intact stability criteria 6.
Although IMO’s stability criteria had been applied since 2002 to 2013 (Table 1), the data shows ship’s accident still 
occurs every year. There are 160 accidents caused by collision, 20 caused by contact, 745 caused by foundered,   199 
caused by fire, 85 caused by hull damage, 7 caused by missing, 109 caused by machinery, 6 caused by piracy, 312 
caused by wrecked and 30 caused by miscellaneous. 45% ship accidents caused by foundered in bad weather were due 
to extreme ship motions which may cause the ship to capsize. Deteriorate weather created by storm in hours will 
produce waves with strong energy7.
Table 1. Causality of Ship Accident 
Causality of Ship Accident 2002 2003 2004  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 Total 
Collision (involving vessels)  19 20 12  26 23 17 11 13 10 3 5 1 160 
Contact (e.g. harbor wall)  2 2 3  5 2 2 1 1     2   20 
Foundered (sunk, submerged) 48 63 75  57 64 70 75 61 65 43 55 69 745 
Fire/explosion  35 21 20  16 19 17 16 14 11 7 12 11 199 
Hull damage (holed, cracks, etc.) 22 12 5  8 4 11 4 7 4 3 5   85 
Missing/overdue     1  3 1 1     1       7 
Machinery damage/failure  16 13 9  8 11 14 8 6 4 6 12 2 109 
Piracy      1  1   1   1 2       6 
Wrecked/stranded (aground)  22 35 25  24 29 35 34 23 22 27 25 11 312 
Miscellaneous  9 8 1  3 1 2 1 2 2   1   30 
Total  173 174 152  151 154 170 150 128 121 89 117 94 1673 
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Studies of the correlation between bad weather and ship accident were carried out and proposed as warning criteria; 
the result is that the significant wave height indicates the danger level of probability of ship capsizing. According to 
analysis conducted by ECMWF (European Meteorological Organizations), most ship capsizing occurrence is at 
significant wave height 1-4 m8. 
Conventional method for ship safety analysis from the probability of capsizing in bad weather used the height from 
center gravity to the metacentric (GM) indicator and compared with critical MG from survived ship data, so the 
analyzed ship can be predicted whether they will be safe or capsize 9.  But in the nature ship capsizing events occurred 
in waves are related to 6 degree of freedom (6DOF) non liner extreme motions. This leads to a conclusion that the GM 
indicator of ship survivability needs to be improved. Besides, improvement of ship size, ship speed and new types of 
ship are susceptible with the risk ship capsizing on bad weather. Recently many papers proposed to revise the IMO’s 
Intact Stability Criteria were based on calm water for the survivability of ship capsizing criteria in waves 10 11 12 13.
2. Non-Linier Ship Motion and Safe Basin 
Ship motion occurs as the result of excitation forces or moments on the ship’s hull such as waves, wind, lift, drift etc. 
Ship motions naturally related to coupled motion in six degree of freedom (6 DOF). The motion is acting on the center 
of gravity of the ship consist of translation motion such as yaw, heave, surge and rotation motion such as roll, pitch, 
sway as following:14
Fig. 1. Ship motion direction   
Ship capsizing usually occurs due to coupled motion of non linier motions of 6 DOF, especially extremely coupled 
roll and other motions in irregular waves. The basic of non linier motion started with uncoupled linear motion in one 
degree of freedom (1 DOF). Mathematical model of linier ship motion was derived from Newton’s second law by 
considering damping and restoring force. The force can be substituted by moment in order to allow roll motion to be 
considered. The equation can be written as follows: 14 9
ܣߠሷ ൅ ܤߠሶ ൅ ܥߠ ൌ ܯሺݐሻ (1) 
Where A is inertia mass moment and inertia added mass coefficient, B is damping moment coefficient, C is restoring 
moment coefficient, M(t) is excitation moment, ߠሷ  is rolling angular acceleration, ߠሶ  is rolling angular velocity, and ߠis 
rolling angle. Linear rolling motion can be expanded to be non linier ship motion as follows: 15 12 16
ሺܫସସ ൅ ܽସସሻߠሷ ൅ ൫ܾଵߠሶ ൅ ܾଶหߠሶ หߠሶ ൅ ڮ ൯
൅ሺܿଵߠ ൅ ܿଷߠଷ ൅ ܿହߠହ ൅ ܿ଻ߠ଻ ൅ ڮ ሻ ൌ ܯሺݐሻ (2) 
Non-linear rolling motion in equation 2 consists of linear inertia moment, non-linear damping moment and non-linear
restoring moment. The coefficients in equation 2 can be obtained from experiment or empirical prediction. Based on 
the coefficients, the non-linear equation can be solved by using numerical Runge-Kutta time domain method. The 
calculation results of nonlinear rolling motion can be plotted in two alternatives. It can be plotted as a curve of rolling 
angle versus time domain or rolling angle versus rolling angular velocity as shown in Fig. 2. 15 12  
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Fig. 2. Roll motion curves a). Roll angle and time domain b). Roll angle and roll angle velocity 
Ship capsizing occurs when rolling angle exceeds the angle of vanishing which causes ship upright condition change 
to new condition or the ship is unable to restore its initial position. For a stable ship, when a ship experiences excitation 
moment, it will oscillate in stable area. For an unstable ship, when a ship experiences excitation moment, it will shifts 
to unstable area and will oscillates. Figure 2 shows the ship oscillates in stable area, and  after several periods a capsize 
condition occurs when the end rolling angle exceeds angle of vanishing and ship will oscillate in new position or 
unstable area17.
Initial rolling angle and rolling velocity are uncertain or random during ship capsize.  By varying initial rolling angle 
and rolling velocity to calculate ship motion, the safe or unsafe area of capsize can be obtained. This graph is known 
as safe basin area. When a safe basin area experiences excitation force from waves, wind, or tow, it will be eroded. 
The safe basin area will be eroded less by small excitation moment, and higher excitation moment will erodes it more. 
Safe basin erosion will continue until all area is disappeared. 18 19 20 17
3. Modification of IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria to be Restoring Moment
Stability criteria is a tool for the assessment in order to ensure safety during ship operation. The main ship stability 
principle is the equilibrium of righting lever arm of centre of gravity and centre of buoyancy when ship heel on the 
calm water. IMO has issued Intact Stability Code A.749 (18) for general ship and special ship to minimize risk of 
accident in bad weather. Substances of IMO’s stability criteria  as follows:4
1. Area 0 to 30 ≥ 3.151 m.deg
2. Area 0 to 40 ≥ 5.157 m.deg
3. Area 30 to 40 ≥  1.719 m.deg
4. Initial GM ≥  0.15 m
5. Max GZ at 30 or greater ≥  0.200 m
6. Angle of maximum GZ ≥  25 deg
IMO’s stability criteria above can be transformed to be the righting lever arm (GZ) by using polynomial 
approximation. The polynomial can be applied in linear or non-linear curve approximation. The general polynomial 
approximation equation can be written as follows: 
ܿଵߠ ൅ ܿଷߠଷ ൅ ܿହߠହ ൅ ܿ଻ߠ଻ ൅ ڮ ൌ ܩܼ (3) 
There are two types of polynomial: polynomial fitting approximation and polynomial least square approximation. 
Polynomial fitting approximation is more accurate than polynomial least square approximation because polynomial 
fitting approximation has R2=1 or fit with its components. To calculate coefficients of polynomial fit approximation 
(c1, c3, c5, c7, …, cn), the stability criteria needs to be changed to be known as variables of polynomial fitting 
approximation equation. If using two criteria then two equations of polynomial with three degrees are required, if
using three criteria then three equations of polynomial with three degrees are required, if using four criteria then four
equations of polynomial with seven degrees are required etc. The equation can be written in matrix form. By inversing 
the matrix, the coefficients of polynomial can be obtained. 
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(4) 
By using first and second criteria of IMO’s intact stability, the three degrees polynomial fitting approximation can be 
obtained, either using first second and fourth criteria, the polynomial fitting approximation five degrees can be 
obtained, Also by using first, second, fifth and sixth criteria, the polynomial fitting approximation nine degrees can 
be found. The polynomial fitting approximation as follows:
Modification equation of IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria to be three degree fitting polynomial approximation:
ͲǤͶͶʹʹ͸͸ͻ͸͸ͷͻͺͺͲͶ כ ߠ െ ͲǤʹͻͻ͵ͷ͸ͲͶʹͷͶ͸ͷͻ͸ כ ߠଷ ൌ ܩܼ                                        (5) 
Modification equation of IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria to be five degree fitting polynomial approximation:
ͲǤͳͷ כ ߠ ൅ ͵ǤͲ͵ʹͲͺ͹ͺͻͶͶʹͻͺͻͲ כ ߠଷ െ ͸Ǥͷ͸ͳͺͻͳͳͺ͸͸Ͳͺ͹ͳͲ כ ߠହ ൌ ܩܼ              (6) 
Modification equation of IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria to be nine degree fitting polynomial approximation:
ͲǤͳͷ כ ߠ ൅ ͷǤ͹͸ͷͺ͵Ͷ͸ͷͲͲͶ כ ߠଷ െ ͵ͷǤʹͳͲͺͻ͸͸͵ͺͷ͵ כ ߠହ
൅ͺͳǤͲʹͺʹͶ͸͸Ͷ͹͵ͳ כ ߠ଻ െ ͸ͷǤͺ͵͸͹ͺͻͻͳ͹ͳͳ כ ߠଽ ൌ ܩܼ ሺ͹ሻ
Those equations (5-7) can be show in the curves in Fig.3.  
Fig. 3. Modified GZ Curve  
From Fig. 3, it can be observed that three degree polynomial fitting curve is smooth form and has range between -1.2 
~1.2. While five and nine degree polynomial fitting curves are not smooth as curve of 3 degrees and smaller range. 
This caused by the adding criteria of MG more than 1.5 m as required by IMO. Both Five and nine degree polynomial 
fitting curves are almost similar but nine degree of polynomial fitting curve is less smooth then five degree polynomial 
fitting curve.
4. Survival Assessment from Ship Capsizing  
In this paper, a cargo-passenger-coaster-ship is taken as an example of analysis due to the uncertainty of the amount 
of cargo and passenger which makes this ship sensitive from capsizing. Here principle dimensions and lines plan are 
presented below: 
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Length Over All (LOA)  = 49.73 m 
Length Perpendiculars (LPP)  = 45.00 m 
Breadth (B)    = 9.00 m 
Height (H)    = 4.00 m 
Draft (T)    = 2.60 m 
Service Speed (Vs)   = 12.00 knot 
Fig. 4. Lines plan of branch mark ship 
From main dimension and lines plan above, hydrodynamic coefficients can be calculated such as: 
x Roll Inertia Moment 
According Bhattacharyya 14, inertia rolling moment can be calculated with approximation formula as following:  
ܫସସ ൅ ܽସସ ൌ ݄ܵ݅݌ᇱݏܫ݊݁ݎݐ݅ܽܯ݋݉݁݊ݐ ൅ ܣ݀݀݁݀ܯܽݏݏܯ݋݉݁݊ݐ
ܽ ൌ ܫସସ ൅ ܽସସ ൌ ο௚ ݇௫௫ଶ ൅
ο
௚ ݇௫௫ᇱଶ ൌ
ο
௚ ݇௫௫̶ଶ (8) 
Let the gyration radius of inertia rolling moment ݇௫௫̶  as below: 
ቀ௞ೣೣ̶஻ ቁ
ଶ
ൌ ݂ ቂܥܤܥݑ ൅ ͳǤͳͲܥ݉ሺͳ െ ܥܤሻ ቀܪ݁ܶ െ ʹǤʹͲቁ ൅
ܪ݁ʹ
ܤʹቃ (9) 
Where ݇௫௫̶ is virtual radius of gyration, CB is block coefficient, CU is upper deck coefficient, He is effective depth 
of the ship structure, D is depth to main deck, A is projected lateral area of superstructures and deck houses above 
main deck. Using formula (8) (9), ship inertia moment and added mass inertia moment value is 1,058,729 ton-m-s2
x Roll Damping Moment 
The roll damping moment is not linear when the ship heels more than 10o. For capsizing case, the roll angle always 
exceeds10o so the roll damping moment is nonlinear. According to IKEDA, roll damping moment consists of linear 
damping coefficient (bL) and nonlinear damping coefficient (bN) as following:21 22
ܾ൫ߠሶ ǡ ߠ൯ ൌ ൫ܾ௅ߠሶ ൅ ܾேหߠሶ หߠሶ൯                                                                                                                             (10) 
ܾ௅ ൌ ܾ௟ ൅ ܾ௪
ܾே ൌ ܾா ൅ ܾி ൅ ܾ஻௄
Where bl is lift damping, bw is wave damping, bE is eddy making damping, bF is skin friction damping, and bBK is 
bilge keel damping. From equation (10), the nonlinear damping term of the ship model can written as
ܾ൫ߠሶ ǡ ߠ൯ ൌ ൫͵Ǥͺͺܧ െ Ͳ͵ߠሶ ൅ ͳǤ͹ͳܧ െ Ͳͳหߠሶ หߠሶ൯ (11)
x Roll Restoring Moment 
Roll restoring moment is the function of hull’s form lever arm and value of KG. In this case roll restoring moment 
is calculated in the full load departure condition. By employing displacement method, ship’s righting lever arm can 
be calculated and transformed as five degree polynomial fitting approximation.
ͲͳǤʹͷͲ͸ܧ ൅ ͲͲ כ ߠ ൅ ሺͷǤͻ͵ʹͳͷܧ െ ͳ͵ሻ כ ȁߠȁߠ െ ሺͳǤͳͷ͸ͻͷܧ ൅ ͲͲሻ כ ߠଷ
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െሺʹǤͷ͵Ͳ͸͵ܧ െ ͳ͵ሻ כ ȁߠȁߠଷ ൅ ሺͳǤͲ͹͵ͻ͵ܧ െ Ͳͳሻ כ ߠହ ൌ ܩܼ (12) 
One smoothest graph will be chosen from equation (5), (6) and (7) and compared with graph from equation (12).
The comparison graph of real ship and IMO’s criteria can be shown by Figure 5:
Fig. 5. Comparison of righting lever arm of IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria and Real Ship
From the comparison between two curves, the righting lever arm of real ship is higher than the modification of 
IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria. It shows that the righting lever arm of real ship satisfies IMO’s Intact Stability 
Criteria in calm water. 
x Excitation Moment 
Excitation moment is produced by external force such as waves, wind, tow and lifting load. Waves are the main 
causes of capsize in bad water. Naturally, waves are irregular depending on the wind gust. Correlation between 
waves and wind was measured in Beauford Scale.  Irregular waves are extrapolated from regular waves based on 
wave spectrum. For this case, the analysis is in regular waves. According to Bhattacharyya 14, wave excitation is 
the function of wave height, frequency and the hull form can be expressed as: 
ܯሺݐሻ ൌ ܯ݋ ሺ߱௘ ݐሻ                                                                           (13)
ܯ݋ ൌ ߩ݃݇ߞ௔ܮܤଶܶ ή ௢݂
௢݂ ൌ
ʹ
͵
 ߤ
ܮܤଶܶන ሺ݇ݔ  ߤሻ ݕ
ଷ
௅Ȁଶ
ି௅Ȁଶ
݀ݔ
Where ܯ݋ is excitation moment amplitude, ߱௘ is encountering frequency, ݐ is a measure of time, ߩ is water 
density, ݃ is specific gravity, ݇ is wave number, ߞ௔ is wave amplitude, ܮ is ship length,ܤ is maximum beam, ܶ is 
draft, ௢݂ is non-dimensional excitation moment, ߤ is encountering angle, ݔ is a section distance of Longitudinal 
Centre Gravity (LCG) , and ݕ is offset half-breadth of water plane.  
The hydrodynamic coefficients derived from equation (9-13) can be substituted to equation (1) as the non-linear ship 
motion. A time domain simulation motion has been developed to find the safe basin area by varying initial velocity 
and roll angle. The plot of the time domain simulation area basin area such as Figure 6 can be presented. Time domain 
for wave exposed is 2000 seconds due to the convergence occurs at the time. Grid of initial angle and velocity angle 
of roll are setted at 200x200 with range -2dθd2 and -2dߠሶd2. Output calcultion can be presented as: 
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Fig. 6. Safe basin of real ship Fig. 7. Safe basin assessment for wave height= 0 m
By using the same procedure, restoring moment of real ship was replaced by restoring moment of modified IMO 
criteria (equation 5). To assess the survivability of ship from capsize, both of safe basin area of real ship and modify 
was combined in the same graph such as Fig. 7, where color white region is unsafe, green is safe area for real ship, 
and blue is safe area intersection of real ship and IMO intact stability criteria modification. After that wave high was 
varied 0~2 m.  When waves change, the safe basin area of real ship is eroded such as Figs 8-13, sometime area of IMO 
modified criteria is exceeding the real ship area as red color.   
Fig. 8. Safe basin assessment for wave height= 0.25 m Fig. 9. Safe basin assessment for wave hight =0.5 m
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Fig. 10. Safe basin assessment for wave hight= 0.75 m Fig. 11. Safe basin assessment for wave hight= 1 m 
Fig. 12. Safe basin assessment for wave hight= 1.25 m Fig. 13. Safe basin assessment for wave hight= 1.5 m 
Fig. 14. Safe basin assessment for wave height= 1.75 m Fig. 15. Safe basin assessment for wave height= 2 m 
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Fig. 8 shows the ship experiences excitation moment from wave height of 0.25 m. The safe basin area of real ship 
covers safe basin area of IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria which is marked in blue. The graph shows no red color region 
while the blue color region dominates the area. Figure 9 shows the ship experiences excitation moment from wave 
height of 0.5 m. The safe basin area of real ship starts to be eroded out from safe basin area of modified IMO criteria. 
Figs 8-15 shows that safe basin area of real ship eroded and gradually disappears with increased wave height. From 
Figs 7~15 the area of safe basin can be related as graph as shown as bellow. 
Fig. 16. Survival assessment of total safe basin area of real ship is compared the IMO modification criteria on variation wave high 
From Fig. 16. It can be observed that the area of safe basin of modified IMO criteria is normalized and becomes 100% 
(even straight line). This area is constant for every wave high because this area is used to assess the safety of ship. All 
safe basin area of real ship is shown by dot points and plotted as the dot curve. From wave height of 0~0.5 m the dot 
curve is almost constant; it decreases until wave height 2.505 m. The dot curve has range of wave height 0~1.9 m
above a dash curve. After passing 1.9 of wave height the dot curve decreases and the survivability is under a dash line 
until zero at wave high 2.505 m. 
A square dot curve shows that area safe basin of real ship is covered by area safe basin of modified IMO criteria. From 
wave height of 0~0.25 m, all safe basin area of real ship is covered by safe basin area of modified IMO criteria. After 
that, the safe basin area decreases until zero at wave height 2.205 m. A squared dot curve is smoother than the dotted
curve due to the square dot curve has smoother decreasing points. The square curve has value less than 100% because 
the curve only asses the safe basin area covered by modified IMO criteria. 
The dot and the square dot curve can be used to assess survivability from capsize. But both of them have significant 
differences in value. If using the dot curve, the capsize survivability assessment may lead to overestimate, but if using 
the square dot curve may cause underestimation. In order to find the moderate assessment, the average of both curves
can be used. A red curve is an average curve of both dot curve and square dot curve at every wave height. A solid 
curve has area above the dash curve at range 0~1.5 m and has zero survivability of ship capsizing at wave height of 
2.375 m. So it can be concluded that the ship has 100% survivability of ship capsizing when wave height of 0~1.5 m. 
From the point of view of ship motion, damping moment has significant effect on ship capsizing. The damping 
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moment is influenced by the bilge keel size. Figure 17 shows the influence of bilge keel on survival of ship capsizing 
Fig. 17. Survival assessment of safe basin area of real ship with variety of bilge keel -breadth ratio 
Fig. 17 shows the safe basin area of real ship with variety breadth of bilge keel-breadth of ship ratio (Bbk/B) = 0, 0.2, 
0.4, 0.6.  For Bbk/B= 0, the curve of survivability of the real ship is above survivability of IMO’s Intact Stability 
Criteria; for wave height of 0~0.509 m and Bbk/B= 0.2, the survivability area is at wave height of 0~0.826 m; for 
Bbk/B= 0.4, the survivability area is at wave height of 0~1.127 m; for Bbk/B= 0.6, the survivability area is at wave 
height of 0~1.488 m. From figure 17, it can be concluded that the increasing of Bbk/B ratio will improve survivability 
of ship from capsizing.  
5. Summary and Conclusion 
Ship safety is a main requirement during ship operation. One of ship accident causes is capsizing in the bad weather. 
It is always related with ship motion with non-linear damping and restoring. Assessment rule of ship capsizing 
correlate with motion and waves have not existed until now. This paper proposes modification of IMO’s Intact Stability 
criteria not only in calm water but also in the wave condition. The following is the summary of conclusion:   
x IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria in calm water can be modified using righting arm GZ lever by a polynomial fitting 
approach with even degree. A lever right arm with three degree can be achieved from two IMO’s Intact Stability 
Criteria. A lever right arm with five degree can be obtained from three of IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria. A lever 
right arm with nine degree can be obtained from five of IMO’s Intact Stability Criteria.
x Using non-linear lever right arm in the ship motion equation to create variation of initial angle and velocity angle 
with wave height, the safe basin area of a ship basin can be constructed. To assess the quality of safe basin in the 
wave is the same as in calm water. Modification of right lever arm of IMO’s criteria for safe basin area can be used 
for non-linear motion equation. Safe basin area of real ship which is covered by safe basin area of IMO’s Intact 
Stability Criteria and all safe basin area of real ship are considered as survivability of the ship from capsize. By the 
increasing of wave height, the safe basin area tend to decrease.  
x Bilge keel has influence in the damping coefficient of ship motion. With the variation of Bbk/B ratio, the effect of 
bilge keel on survivability can be investigated. The increasing of Bbk/B ratio will increases the area safe basin.
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x In general, it is concluded that IMO’s modified intact stability criteria and safe basin method can be used to measure 
the survivability of ship capsizing in severe weather condition. 
6. Suggestions for the Future Research 
Due to several limitations, there are suggestions which need to be considered for the future research. Those are: 
x The excitation moment should be based on irregular short wave crest, and the wave spectrum must be suitable to 
the environment. 
x The equation of ship motion should consider the nonlinear coupled motion in six degree of freedom so it became 
more realistic. 
x The encounter angle should be varied from 0o~360o in order to measure the survivability of a ship for all encounter 
angles; therefore, the extreme and dangerous encounter angles can be acknowledged and avoided for the safety of 
the ship.  
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